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Supply Contract Design for Competing Heterogeneous Suppliers under
Asymmetric Information

Abstract

This paper considers a supply chain with two heterogeneous suppliers and a common

retailer whose type is either low-volume or high-volume. The retailer’s type is unknown

to the suppliers. The flexible supplier has a high variable cost and a low fixed cost, while

the efficient supplier has a low variable cost and a high fixed cost. Each supplier offers

the retailer a menu of contracts. The retailer chooses the contract that maximizes its

expected profit. For this setting, we characterize the equilibrium contract menus offered

by the suppliers to the retailer. We find that the equilibrium contract menus depend

on which supplier-retailer match can generate the highest supply chain profit and on

how much information rent the supplier may need to pay. An important feature of the

equilibrium contract menus is that the contract assigned to the more profitable retailer

will coordinate the supply chain, while the contract assigned to the less profitable retailer

may not. In addition, in some circumstances, the flexible supplier may choose not to serve

the high-volume retailer, in order to avoid excessive information rent.

Keywords: Supply chain management, Supply contracts, Competition, Asymmetric In-

formation, Stochastic inventory model
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1. Introduction

The theory of mechanism design has been successfully applied in a variety of supply chain

contexts in which one supply chain entity possesses private information, which another entity

attempts to elicit by offering a menu of contracts. In practice, that private information may be

the buyer’s demand volume or cost structure, which are often unobservable to the supplier(s).

For example, as Babich et al. (2012) note, a buyer will often possess more accurate information

on the market demand because she is closer to the customer and, in some cases, has direct

access to consumers.

In this paper, we study a supply chain with two heterogeneous suppliers and one retailer.

Each of the suppliers will design contract menus which they will offer to the retailer. The

retailer, who is endowed with private information regarding the external demand, will select

just one of the contracts. The retailer may be either high- or low-volume, where the demand

distribution of the low-volume retailer is stochastically smaller than that of the high-volume

retailer. The retailer’s operation is captured by a newsvendor model with lost sales.

Our analysis of this model fills several gaps in the literature. In practice, procurement

often involves multiple competing heterogeneous suppliers (Chen-Ritzo et al., 2005). However,

the effect of competition between heterogeneous suppliers on the optimal contract menu under

asymmetric information has not been thoroughly studied, i.e., the literature generally considers

a monopoly supplier who faces a retailer of unknown type. When there is a single supplier, the

retailer’s reservation profit, i.e., the profit the retailer can earn from the best outside option, is

generally taken to be fixed and known. When there are two competing suppliers, the reservation

profit is endogenous to the model, i.e., when evaluating the contract offered by a given supplier,

the retailer’s reservation profit is the profit offered by the other supplier’s contract. To attract

a given retailer type, the contract menus must be designed to offer that retailer type her

reservation profit. It is thus unclear how competition, with endogenous reservation profits,

affects the form of the optimal contract menus offered by the suppliers. For example, should

each supplier offer a menu to attract all retailer types or should the supplier limit the menu so

as to attract only a subset of retailer types? We answer these questions by considering a model
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of duopoly competition under asymmetric information, with suppliers who differ in their costs.

In our model setting, the competing suppliers offer contract menus to a retailer, who must

accept or reject those contracts, i.e., the retailer has no control over the contract design. Such

a setting can occur when the suppliers exert power over the buyer (see Shi et al. (2013) and

Chen et al. (2014) for a discussion of power relationships in supply chains). There are a number

of practical examples of such a setting. For example, consider a small manufacturer of smart

phones in China1 who must procure mobile processors from manufacturers such as Qualcomm

or Mediatek. While a large and established buyer, such as Samsung, may be able to exert power

over Qualcomm or Mediatek, these small and relatively new Chinese buyers will not have the

same advantage. Similarly, the major computer chip manufacturers, such as Intel and AMD,

will possess greater negotiation power over small personal computer assemblers than they do

over large customers, such as Lenovo.

In our model, the competing suppliers have different cost structures. Specifically, we consider

an efficient supplier (with low variable cost and positive fixed cost) and a flexible supplier (with

high variable cost and negligible fixed cost). As discussed in Fox et al. (2006), there are various

practical settings in which this may occur. For example, in a manufacturing environment, the

cost structure is often dictated by the nature of the equipment used by the suppliers. Highly

automated, capital intensive manufacturing environments tend to have a high fixed cost and a

low variable cost, due to their limited use of labor. In contrast, less automated processes will

have a lower fixed cost, but a higher variable cost, due to the significant labor requirements.

Finally, the existing literature generally assumes that all contracts on the menu are either

coordinating contracts, which induce the retailer to order the system optimal quantity and thus

maximize the supply chain profit, or uncoordinated contracts, which do not. The possibility of

offering a combination of contract types has not been investigated. We relax this assumption

and allow the suppliers to offer a combination of contract types. Our model also allows the

suppliers to offer just a single contract, designed to attract the retailer whose demand volume

1There has recently been significant attention paid to the growth of small and moderate sized cell phone
manufacturers in China. See, for example, http://www.businessinsider.com/chinese-smartphone-manufacturers-
2014-2 and http://www.nytimes.com/2009/04/28/technology/28cell.html. Both websites retrieved on July 29,
2014.
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most closely matches the supplier’s cost structure.

1.1 Summary of Results and Insights

For our model setting, we find that the equilibrium contract menus depend critically on the

magnitude of the fixed cost of the efficient supplier. While the efficient supplier has an advantage

due to his lower variable cost, if the fixed cost is sufficiently large, the flexible supplier may

provide the lowest overall cost, particularly for a low-volume retailer. Thus, as the fixed cost

increases, the flexible supplier gains competitive advantage over the efficient supplier, which

affects the optimal contract design. As the efficient supplier’s fixed cost increases, the flexible

supplier progresses through the following stages: (i) not serving either retailer type, (ii) serving

only the low-volume retailer, with whom the flexible supplier has a cost advantage, leaving

the efficient supplier to serve the high volume retailer, (iii) serving both retailer types and

allowing the low-volume retailer to earn a profit in excess of its reservation profit (iv) serving

both retailer types and allowing both retailer types to earn only their reservation profit, and

(v) acting as a monopolist.

Our analysis also enables us to characterize the conditions under which it is optimal for a

supplier to serve both retailer types, as opposed to selectively serving the retailer type whose

volume most closely matches the supplier’s cost structure. Intuitively, one might expect that a

dominating supplier, i.e., one who has a cost advantage for both retailer types, should always

serve both retailer types. However, our results indicate that, in some circumstances, a domi-

nating flexible supplier should choose not to serve the high-volume retailer, and should instead

focus on winning the low-volume retailer, whose demand volume most closely matches the flex-

ible supplier’s cost structure. By doing so, the flexible supplier can avoid paying information

rent (additional profit beyond the retailer’s reservation profit) to the high-volume retailer.

Finally, while the efficient supplier’s contracts always induce the retailer to order the system

optimal quantity, the same is not true for the flexible supplier’s contracts. In some cases, offering

a combination of contract types, i.e., one that induces (does not induce) the low-volume (high-

volume) retailer to order the system optimal order quantity, can enable the flexible supplier to
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serve both retailer types, while maximizing his profit. The flexible supplier’s trade-off in this

situation is between reducing information rent (by using a combination of contract types) and

improving the supply chain profit (by using only contracts that coordinate the order quantity).

2. Literature Review

Our study is related to the supply chain literature that considers a supplier’s contracting deci-

sion by applying the theory of optimal contract menus. See Kouvelis et al. (2006) for a com-

prehensive review of the early literature. Although there are numerous papers in the supply

chain literature that examine a buyer’s optimal contract menu, we do not include these articles

in our survey because our focus is on the supply side, rather than the demand side. Numerous

articles have investigated a supplier’s optimal contract menu when the buyer possesses private

information regarding the downstream demand, e.g., Cachon and Lariviere (2001), Ozer and

Wei (2006), Burnetas et al. (2007) and Gan et al. (2010). In this context, to induce the buyer

reveal its private demand information, the supplier must offer information rent to the buyer.

In some specific contexts, the supplier is able to avoid information rent by using a two-part

tariff type of contracts, e.g., Akan et al. (2011), Babich et al. (2012) and Dai et al. (2012). In

addition to private demand information, the existing literature also considers that the buyer

may incur an extra cost to process the procured component, e.g., Ha (2001) and Corbett et al.

(2004), or to store the procured product, e.g., Corbett and Groote (2000), and that the buyer

may exert some private effort to increase sales, e.g., Mukhopadhyay et al. (2009).

The papers mentioned above do not consider competition amongst suppliers. In contrast,

Ozer and Raz (2011) study a supply chain with two heterogeneous suppliers and one buyer.

The objective of the big supplier (with low variable cost) is to win the business of the buyer over

a competing small supplier, whose (higher) variable cost may be private. The authors find that,

while the buyer benefits when the small supplier’s variable cost is known, the big supplier may be

better off with asymmetric information regarding that cost. While Ozer and Raz (2011) assume

that the big supplier has incomplete information regarding the small supplier’s production cost,

we assume that both suppliers have incomplete information regarding the buyer’s volume, and
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we find that complete information is always beneficial to the suppliers. In addition, since the

big supplier is assumed to have a cost advantage over the small supplier, Ozer and Raz (2011)

find that the buyer always chooses to work with the big supplier. In contrast, we introduce a

fixed cost for the big supplier, which ensures that neither supplier has a cost advantage for all

volumes. We find that which supplier is selected by the buyer depends on the buyer’s volume.

Cachon and Kök (2010) study a supply chain setting in which two suppliers compete to

sell partially substitutable products to a common retailer, under the assumption of symmetric

demand information. The authors’ focus is on how different contract forms (i.e., wholesale price,

two-part tariff and quantity discount contracts) affect the competition dynamics between the

competing suppliers. Contrary to the findings without competition, the authors demonstrate

that the more sophisticated contract forms (i.e., the two-part tariff and quantity discount

contracts) may intensify the competition between the suppliers and thus may make the suppliers

worse off. Lee and Yang (2013) extend Cachon and Kök (2010) by incorporating asymmetric

demand information into the model. Their main result is that the suppliers prefer the two-part

tariff contract to the quantity discount contract.

Our paper differs from Cachon and Kök (2010) and Lee and Yang (2013) in several ways. In

terms of the model, we consider a newsvendor buyer who purchases a homogenous product from

two competing suppliers. Our model also allows for a generic contract form which covers the

contract forms considered in the previous papers as special cases. In addition, we endogenize

the supplier’s decision regarding which type(s) of the buyer to serve. This decision is irrelevant

in Lee and Yang (2013) due to the fact that, in their setting with partial substitutes, it is

optimal for each supplier to serve all buyer types. Given these differences, our model leads to

contrasting results. Specifically, we find that, in some cases, a flexible supplier who possesses

a cost advantage for both buyer types may choose not to serve the high-volume buyer, i.e., the

supplier chooses to serve only the low-volume buyer, whose volume more closely matches the

supplier’s cost structure. By doing so, the flexible supplier can avoid paying information rent to

the high-volume buyer. Thus, as will be seen, our research highlights how the suppliers’ contract

design decisions under competition must trade-off information rent and cost advantage.
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3. Problem Description and Model Formulation

We consider a supply chain with two heterogeneous suppliers (suppliers 1 and 2) and one retailer.

The suppliers differ in their costs and compete for an order to be placed by the retailer. Only

one supplier will be selected by the retailer. Supplier 1 (the flexible supplier) incurs a small fixed

cost, which we normalize to zero, and a variable cost, c1. Supplier 2 (the efficient supplier)

incurs a large fixed cost, F , and a low variable cost c2, with c2 ≤ c1. The fixed cost F is

incurred only if the retailer orders a positive quantity. Thus, if we let q denote the retailer’s

order quantity, the cost functions for suppliers 1 and 2 are c1(q) = c1q and c2(q) = c2q + F

for q > 0, with c2(q) = 0 for q = 0. Because they are participants in the same industry and

understand the relevant technology and business environment, the suppliers are assumed to

know each other’s cost structure. We use the subscripts i, j ∈ {1, 2} to denote the suppliers.

The retailer is endowed with private information regarding the external demand volume.

This assumption reflects the fact that the retailer is closer to the market than the suppliers.

With probability δ, the retailer is low-volume (type-L) with external demand DL, which has

probability density function (pdf) gL(·) and cumulative distribution function (CDF) GL(·).

With probability 1 − δ, the retailer is high-volume (type-H) with external demand DH . We

assume that DH is equal in distribution to βDL for some constant β > 1. In other words, the

random variable DH has CDF GH(d) = GL(
d
β
) for all d ≥ 0. This assumption has been used in

several prior studies (e.g., Cachon and Lariviere, 2001; Akan et al., 2011). For instance, if DL

follows Uniform distribution on the interval [0, a], then DH follows Uniform distribution on the

interval [0, βa]. We use the subscripts θ, θ′ ∈ {L,H} to denote the retailer types.

The retail price of the product is r, which is exogenously specified. We consider the lost-

sales model for the retailer. Thus, if a type-θ retailer chooses supplier i and orders q units of

inventory, the total supply chain profit is rmin(q,Dθ)− ci(q). We assume that the distribution

of the stochastic demand and the distribution of retailer types are known to the suppliers.

Finally, the sequence of events and decisions in our model is shown in Figure 1.
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Time 
Retailer 

privately learns 

her type 

Suppliers 

simultaneously submit 

contract bids 

Retailer 

selects a 

contract 

Retailer chooses 

order quantity 

under selected 

contract 

Winning supplier 

delivers ordered 

quantity 

Retailer’s demand is 

observed and cash flows 

distributed according to 

terms of contract 

Figure 1: Sequence of events and decisions

3.1 The Suppliers’ Contract Design Problem

Each supplier bids a menu of contracts, with up to two contracts in each menu. Let contract-iθ

be the contract bid by supplier i intended to attract the type-θ retailer. This contract can

be represented by a generic bivariate function miθ(q,D), which represents the profit earned by

supplier i under the contract, given that the retailer orders q units and the realized demand

is D. In other words, if the retailer orders q units from supplier i and the demand is D, the

retailer must make a payment of miθ(q,D) + ci(q) to supplier i. We refer to miθ(q,D) as the

markup function. We assume miθ(0, D) = 0 for any D. By specifying the function miθ(q,D),

we can replicate the cash flows generated by various supply chain contracts. For example:

• The supplier can bid a two-part tariff buy-back contract with a fixed chargeKiθ, wholesale

price wiθ per unit, and buy-back rate biθ per unit. In this case, miθ(q,D) = wiθq− ci(q)+

Kiθ − biθ(q −D)+. If Kiθ = biθ = 0, the contract reduces to a wholesale-price contract.

• The supplier can bid a quantity-inflexible contract, with markup function miθ(q,D) = miθ

if q = qiθ, and miθ(q,D) = ∞ if q ̸= qiθ. Thus, if the retailer accepts contract-iθ, she must

order the specified amount, qiθ. The quantity-inflexible contract is denoted by (qiθ,miθ).

Let Tiθ(q) = rE[min(q,Dθ)] − ci(q) denote the expected total supply chain profit when

the type-θ retailer selects supplier i. The type-θ′ retailer’s profit if she accepts contract-iθ is

Tiθ′(q) − E[miθ(q,Dθ′)]. Finally, let q̂(iθ)θ′ = arg supq≥0 {Tiθ′(q)− E[miθ(q,Dθ′)]} be the order

quantity that maximizes the type-θ′ retailer’s profit if she accepts contract-iθ. For simplicity, let

q̂iθ = q̂(iθ)θ to be the optimal order quantity for the type-θ retailer when she chooses contract-iθ.

We next present our formulation of supplier i’s contract design problem. In formulating this

problem, it is necessary to introduce indicator variables αiθ such that αiθ = 1 if q̂(iθ)θ′ > 0 for

all θ′ and αiθ = 0 if q̂(iθ)θ′ = 0 for all θ′. In other words, if αiθ = 0, contract-iθ is designed to
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discourage either retailer type from participating. For example, the markup function could be

miθ(q,D) = ∞ if q > 0 and miθ(0, D) = 0 for any D. When αiθ = 0, we say that contract-iθ is

a dummy contract; whereas when αiθ = 1, we say that contract-iθ is a distinctive contract. As

explained in the online supplement, these indicator variables are needed to model the fact that

a supplier may choose to offer only a single contract to attract a single retailer type.

In summary, supplier i’s contract menu can be described by two markup functions, miθ and

miθ′ , and two indicator variables, αiθ and αiθ′ . The objective function of supplier i is:

Vi = max
αiθ,miθ

{δ αiL E[miL (q̂iL, DL)] + (1− δ) αiH E[miH(q̂iH , DH)]} , (1)

which is subject to the following constraints:

sup
q≥0

{Tiθ(q)− E[miθ(q,Dθ)]} ≥ sup
q≥0

{Tiθ(q)− E[miθ′(q,Dθ)]} , (IC)

sup
q≥0

{Tiθ(q)− E[miθ(q,Dθ)]} ≥ αiθαjθ · sup
q≥0

{Tjθ(q)− E[mjθ(q,Dθ)]} , (IR1)

sup
q≥0

{Tiθ(q)− E[miθ(q,Dθ)]} ≥ αiθαjθ′ · sup
q≥0

{Tjθ(q)− E[mjθ′(q,Dθ)]} , (IR2)

for θ, θ′ ∈ {H,L}, θ ̸= θ′ and i, j ∈ {1, 2}, i ̸= j.

According to Lee and Yang (2013), by the revelation principle, once supplier j’s contract

offer is fixed, it is sufficient for supplier i to consider only truth-revealing contracts, i.e., those

contracts that induce the retailer to choose the contract intended for her true state. Thus, we

have constraint (IC), which ensures that the type-θ retailer chooses contract-iθ over contract-iθ′,

and that the induced order quantity for the type-θ retailer will be q̂iθ. We refer to constraint (IC)

as the within-menu incentive compatibility constraint. The modifier “within-menu” emphasizes

that type-θ retailer compares the two contracts offered by supplier i and selects the preferred

one. Note that contract-iθ may not be the type-θ retailer’s final choice because the type-θ

retailer also evaluates the contracts on supplier j’s menu.

Constraints (IR1) and (IR2) are the between-menu individual rationality constraints for sup-

plier i’s contract design problem. These constraints ensure that the type-θ retailer chooses sup-
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plier i’s contract over supplier j’s contract. The modifier “between-menu” emphasizes that the

type-θ retailer must compare the preferred contract from supplier i’s menu with the contracts

on supplier j’s menu. Thus, the profit earned by accepting either of supplier j’s contracts, i.e.,

the right hand side (RHS) of constraints (IR1) and (IR2), becomes the endogenous reservation

profit for the type-θ retailer when evaluating contract-iθ offered by supplier i.

Given (IC), the retailer will truthfully report her type to supplier i, i.e., will choose the

contract designed by supplier i for her type. However, when designing his contracts, supplier

i cannot assume that the retailer will truthfully report to supplier j. Hence, for each retailer

type we have two IR constraints: (IR1) if the retailer truthfully reports to supplier j, and (IR2)

if the retailer does not truthfully report to supplier j. If either supplier chooses not to compete

for the business of the type-θ retailer, and thus offers that retailer type a dummy contract,

the relevant between-menu individual rationality constraint is not necessary and is eliminated

through the indicator variables. In the online supplement, we prove this fact in detail and also

argue that constraint (IR2) can be eliminated. Thus, supplier i’s contract design problem is to

maximize (1), subject to (IC) and (IR1). There are two special cases worth noting:

• Supplier i may choose to exclude the type-θ′ retailer by offering a dummy contract which

induces q(iθ′)θ = 0 and has miθ′(0, D)=0. This implies αiθ′ = 0 and αiθ = 1. In this case,

since Tiθ(0) = Tiθ′(0) = 0, constraints (IC) reduce to:

sup
q≥0

{Tiθ(q)− E[miθ(q,Dθ)]} ≥ 0 and 0 ≥ sup
q≥0

{Tiθ′(q)− E[miθ(q,Dθ′)]} ,

which ensure that the type-θ retailer prefers contract-iθ over the dummy contract-iθ′,

which provides a maximum profit equal to 0, while the type-θ′ retailer prefers the dummy

contract-iθ′ over the distinctive contract-iθ.

• The supplier may offer a “one-size-fits-all” contract to attract both types of retailers. To

capture this scenario, we simply use identical forms for miθ and miθ′ , i.e., miθ(q,D) =

miθ′(q,D) for all q and D, and αiθ = αiθ′ = 1.

3.2 The Full-Information Benchmark

If δ = 0 or δ = 1, then the retailer’s type is known. We call this case the full-information

scenario. Because the retailer’s type is known, it is optimal for each supplier to offer only one
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contract. For simplicity, we suppress the subscript θ. Supplier i’s problem becomes:

max
αi,mi

{αiE[mi (q̂i, D)]} , (2)

subject to the constraint

sup
q≥0

{Ti(q)− E[mi(q,D)]} ≥ 0, (3)

where Ti(q) = rE[min(q,D)]− ci(q), and the between-menu IR constraint

sup
q≥0

{Ti(q)− E[mi(q,D)]} ≥ αiαj · sup
q≥0

{Tj(q)− E[mj(q,D)]} . (4)

Let q̂i denote the retailer’s optimal order quantity under contract-i. Let Πi = supq≥0 {Ti(q)}

denote the maximum expected total supply chain profit given the retailer sources from supplier

i, and let q̄i be the maximizer of Ti(q). In the full information setting, it is optimal for the

supplier to set αi = 1 because supplier i makes no profit when αi = 0. We can now characterize

the full-information equilibrium. Proofs of the propositions can be found in the appendix.

Proposition 1 The full-information equilibrium has the following characteristics:

a) Contract i bid by supplier i induces the supply chain-optimal order quantity (i.e., q̂i = q̄i).

b) The expected profit earned by supplier i is E[mi(q̂i, D)] = (Πi − Πj)
+.

As introduced in the next section (see Table 1), we define a threshold, F1, such that, if the

retailer is low-volume, the total supply chain profit is higher with the efficient supplier than

with the flexible supplier only if F < F1. Similarly, we define a threshold F2, where F2 > F1,

such that, if the retailer is high-volume, the total supply chain profit is higher with the efficient

supplier than with the flexible supplier only if F < F2. We then have the following:

• If F < F1, the low-volume retailer will contract with supplier 2 and earn Π1. The supplier

will earn Π2 − Π1. Otherwise, the low-volume retailer will contract with supplier 1 and

earn Π2. The supplier will earn Π1 − Π2.

• If F < F2, the high-volume retailer will contract with supplier 2 and earn Π1. The supplier

will earn Π2 − Π1. Otherwise, the high-volume retailer will contract with supplier 1 and

earn Π2. The supplier will earn Π1 − Π2.
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There are multiple contracts that could lead to this equilibrium outcome. To elaborate, we

define ti(q) = rE[min(q,Dθ)] − ciq to be the expected chain profit (excluding any fixed cost)

when the retailer selects supplier i. The following are possible equilibrium contracts:

• Supplier i can bid a two-part tariff buy-back contract with wi = ci+ρ(r−ci), bi = ρr, and

Ki = (Πi − Πj)
+ + Ai − ρ ti(q̄i), where A1 = 0, A2 = F and 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. Notice that the

value of Ki can be either positive or negative because ρ is freely chosen between 0 and 1.

It can be verified that mi(q,D) = ρ [rmin(q,D)− ciq]−Ai +Ki. The retailer’s expected

profit is (1 − ρ) ti(q) −Ki when the order quantity is q. Since r−wi

r−bi
= r−c

r
, the contract

induces the retailer to order the system optimal quantity, q̄i. With some algebra, we find

that the retailer earns profit Πi − (Πi − Πj)
+, while supplier i earns profit (Πi − Πj)

+.

• Supplier i can bid a quantity-inflexible contract with mi(q,D) = (Πi − Πj)
+ if q = q̄i and

mi(q,D) = ∞ if q ̸= q̄i, for any D. Under this contract, the retailer orders q̄i units and

obtains a surplus of Πi − (Πi − Πj)
+, while supplier i obtains a surplus of (Πi − Πj)

+.

4. The Incomplete Information Equilibrium

We next consider the setting in which the suppliers have incomplete information regarding the

retailer’s type. We start by presenting some preliminary results which will be useful in the

equilibrium analysis. We then present the equilibrium results.

4.1 Preliminary Results

Let tiθ(q) = rE[min(q,Dθ)]−ciq and Tiθ(q) = rE[min(q,Dθ)]−ci(q). Thus, Tiθ includes supplier

i’s fixed cost (if there is one), while tiθ does not. Let q̄iθ be the maximizer of Tiθ(q). Finally,

let Πiθ = supq≥0 {Tiθ(q)} = Tiθ(q̄iθ) be the optimal expected total supply chain profit when the

type-θ retailer selects supplier i. We can now present the first intermediate result (proofs of

the lemmas can be found in the online supplement):

Lemma 1 q̄iH = βq̄iL, Π1L = t1L(q̄1L), Π1H = βt1L(q̄1L), Π2L = (t2L(q̄2L)− F )+, Π2H =

(βt2L(q̄2L)− F )+, and t1L(q̄1L) < t2L(q̄2L).

Next, it is useful to know which supplier, flexible or efficient, will provide the highest optimal

expected chain profit, given the retailer’s type. The answer will depend on the magnitude of
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the efficient supplier’s fixed cost, F . Therefore, we next define four thresholds on F . These

thresholds will be useful for characterizing the equilibrium results, as will be seen in Section

4.2. The thresholds are F1 = t2L(q̄2L)− t1L(q̄1L), F2 = t2H(q̄2H)− t1H(q̄1H), F3 = F2 + t1L(q̄1L)

and F4 = t2H(q̄2H). Given these thresholds, we have the second useful intermediate result:

Lemma 2 The following results hold: a) 0 < F1 < F2 < F3 < F4, b) F3 > t2L(q̄2L), and c) if

the fixed cost of supplier 2, F , satisfies F < F3, then Π1L − Π2L +Π2H − Π1H > 0.

For our third intermediate result, we consider the equilibrium when the within-menu IC

constraints (IC) are relaxed. In this case, supplier 1’s problem can be written as follows:

V1 = max
α1θ,m1θ

{δα1LE[m1L (q̂1L, DL)] + (1− δ)α1HE[m1H(q̂1H , DH)]} ,

subject to the between-menu IR constraints:

T1θ(q̂1θ)− E[m1θ (q̂1θ, Dθ)] ≥ α1θα2θ (T2θ(q̂2θ)− E[m2θ (q̂2θ, Dθ)]) , for θ = {H,L}. (5)

Similarly, the relaxed problem for supplier 2 can be written as follows:

V2 = max
α2θ,m2θ

{δα2LE[m2L (q̂2L, DL)] + (1− δ)α2HE[m2H(q̂2H , DH)]} ,

subject to the between-menu IR constraints

T2θ(q̂2θ)− E[m2θ (q̂2θ, Dθ)] ≥ α1θα2θ (T1θ(q̂1θ)− E[m1θ (q̂1θ, Dθ)]) , for θ = {H,L}. (6)

We can now see that the choice of the markup function miθ does not affect the constraints

related to the markup function miθ′ . Therefore, the equilibrium for the relaxed problem can be

found by using Proposition 1 in a decomposed manner. In other words, there is no interaction

between the iL and iH portions of supplier i’s problem. Thus, supplier i can solve two problems:

(i) maximize δαiLE[miL (q̂iL, DL)] subject to constraint (5) or (6) for θ = L and (ii) maximize

(1− δ)αiHE[miH (q̂iH , DH)] subject to constraint (5) or (6) for θ = H. Each of these problems

can be solved by applying Proposition 1. We thus have the following result:

Lemma 3 The equilibrium for supplier i’s contract design problem when the within-menu IC

constraints are relaxed has the following characteristics:
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a) The expected profit earned by supplier i is equal to αiLδ (ΠiL − ΠjL)
++αiH(1−δ) (ΠiH − ΠjH)

+.

b) If contract-iθ is a distinctive contract, i.e., αiθ = 1 for θ ∈ {L,H}, and the type-θ retailer

accepts it, then the type-θ retailer orders q̂iθ = q̄iθ units. If contract-iθ is a dummy contract, it

induces the type-θ retailer to place an order for zero quantity.

In the proof of Proposition 1, we show that the equilibrium profit earned by supplier i when

the retailer is type-θ is (Πiθ − Πjθ)
+. Thus, the expected profit earned by supplier i is as given

in part a) of Lemma 3. This implies that, when αiθ = 1 and αjθ = 1, the RHS of supplier i’s

IR constraint, as specified in (IR1), becomes Πiθ when Πjθ ≥ Πiθ and Πjθ otherwise.

4.2 Equilibrium Analysis

We are now ready to analyze the equilibrium for the model with incomplete information. We

first use Lemma 3 to derive a candidate equilibrium by relaxing the within-menu IC constraints.

We then propose contracts that lead to the candidate equilibrium. Finally, we determine

whether the omitted within-menu IC constraints are satisfied with the proposed contracts. If

so, we have found the equilibrium. This approach works effectively for three cases, based on

the thresholds defined in Section 4.1: i) F ≤ F1, ii) F1 < F ≤ F2, and iii) F ≥ F3. The analysis

for the remaining case, F2 < F < F3, is more complex. Before proceeding, we provide Table 1,

which summarizes the relative magnitude of the optimal supply chain profits.

Table 1: Relative magnitude of supply chain profits

Scenarios Range for F Equivalent Conditions

(I): Efficient supplier dominates F ≤ F1 Π1L ≤ Π2L; Π1H ≤ Π2H

(II): Both suppliers co-exist F1 < F ≤ F2 Π1L > Π2L; Π1H ≤ Π2H

(III): Flexible supplier dominates F > F2 Π1L > Π2L; Π1H > Π2H

4.2.1 When F ≤ F1

When F ≤ F1, Table 1 indicates that Π2L ≥ Π1L and Π2H ≥ Π1H , which follows from the

definition of F1, as well as Lemma 2. In other words, when F < F1, the optimal expected
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supply chain profit is always higher when the retailer selects the efficient supplier, i.e., supplier

2. Therefore, for any contract that the flexible supplier can possibly offer, the efficient supplier

can offer a contract that gives the retailer a higher surplus. We thus say that supplier 2

dominates supplier 1. Proposition 2 characterizes the incomplete-information equilibrium.

Proposition 2 When F ≤ F1, the equilibrium with incomplete information is unique and has

the following characteristics: Supplier 2 earns expected profit equal to δ (Π2L − Π1L) + (1 −

δ) (Π2H − Π1H) , while supplier 1 earns zero profit. This outcome can be achieved through:

• Quantity inflexible contracts in which supplier 1 bids (q̄1θ,m1θ = 0), while supplier 2 bids

(q̄2θ,m2θ = Π2θ − Π1θ).

• A two-part tariff buy-back contract in which supplier 1 bids contract-1θ with parameters

w1θ = c1, b1θ = 0, and K1θ = 0, while supplier 2 bids contract-2L with parameters

w2L = c2 + ρ(r − c2), b2L = ρr, ρ = Π2L+F−Π1L

Π2L+F
, and K2L = 0, and contract-2H with

parameters w2H = c2, b2H = 0, and K2H = Π2H − Π1H + F .

The equilibrium contracts maximize the supply chain profit, i.e., they are coordinating

contracts. To outbid the flexible competitor, the efficient supplier needs to offer an expected

profit of Π1θ to the type-θ retailer. The profit earned by the efficient supplier therefore equals

T2θ(q)−Π1θ, i.e., the supply chain profit minus the retailer’s profit. Thus, when the total supply

chain profit is maximized, the efficient supplier’s profit is also maximized.

When F ≤ F1, information about the retailer’s type has no value for the efficient supplier,

i.e., the equilibrium expected profit is the same as that for the model with full-information.

Note that the dominating efficient supplier does not pay any information rent, i.e., the type-θ

retailer’s expected profit is just equal to her reservation profit, which is the maximum expected

profit she could earn by selecting the flexible supplier, Π1θ. This result is similar to that in

Babich et al. (2012), who study a single supplier, single retailer system in which the retailer

possesses private information regarding demand and the supplier offers a buy-back contract,

including a lump-sum transfer payment. Those authors note that, while a simple two-part

tariff contract cannot eliminate the information rent earned by the retailer, a two-part tariff

with buy-back can eliminate the information rent. Specifically, the the inclusion of the buy-back
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“provides the supplier with additional leverage or an additional degree of freedom ... so that the

overall channel gets arbitrarily close to the first-best optimality and at the same time allows the

information rent to become arbitrarily close to zero.” Proposition 2 considers two contract types

that enable the dominating efficient supplier to eliminate the information rent: a two-part tariff

with buy-back and a quantity inflexible contract. The former possesses the additional degree of

freedom required for the elimination of rent, while the latter takes the quantity decision away

from the retailer, thus providing the efficient supplier with the additional leverage required to

eliminate rent. As will be seen later, when the competition between the suppliers becomes more

intense (i.e., the fixed cost becomes larger), the elimination of rent may not always be possible.

Finally, the term (Πiθ − Πjθ)
+ can be understood as the maximum profit that supplier i can

obtain when competing with supplier j for the business of type-θ retailer. Part c) of Lemma

2 implies that Π2H − Π1H > Π2L − Π1L. Thus, supplier 2 can earn more expected profit when

the retailer is type-H than when the retailer is type-L. We thus say that the type-H retailer is

the “good” type for the dominating supplier 2. The contract bundle bid by supplier 2 has the

following features. Contract-2L offers a high wholesale price and a low fixed charge; whereas

contract-2H specifies a low wholesale price and a high fixed charge. The low-volume retailer

cannot afford to pay the high fixed charge whereas the high-volume retailer is willing to pay

the high fixed charge in exchange for the low wholesale price. A contract bundle with these

features works well whenever the high-volume retailer is the “good” type.

4.2.2 When F1 < F ≤ F2

When F1 < F ≤ F2, Table 1 indicates that Π2L < Π1L and Π2H ≥ Π1H , which follows from the

definitions of F1 and F2, as well as Lemma 2. Thus, the flexible (efficient) supplier has a cost

advantage if the retailer is the low-volume (high-volume) type. In Proposition 3, we find that,

under incomplete-information, the flexible supplier offers one contract (contract 1L) to attract

the low-volume retailer and the efficient supplier offers one contract (contract 2H) to attract

the high-volume retailer. We refer to this as the niche strategy.

Proposition 3 When F1 < F ≤ F2, the equilibrium with incomplete information is unique and
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has the following characteristics. Supplier 1 earns expected profit equal to δ (Π1L − Π2L), while

supplier 2 earns expected profit equal to (1− δ) (Π2H − Π1H). This can be achieved through:

• Quantity inflexible contracts in which supplier 1 bids contract-1L with parameters (q̄1L,Π1L−
Π2L) and a dummy contract-1H, while supplier 2 bids a dummy contract-2L and a quantity-

inflexible contract-2H with parameters (q̄2H ,Π2H − Π1H).

• A two-part tariff buy-back contract in which supplier 1 bids contract-1L with parameters

w1L = c1 + ρ(r − c1), b1L = ρr, ρ = Π1L−Π2L

Π1L
, and K1L = 0, and a dummy contract-1H,

while supplier 2 bids a dummy contract-2L and a two-part tariff buy-back contract-2H

with parameters w2H = c2, b2H = 0, and K2H = Π2H − Π1H .

Proposition 3 indicates that information about the retailer’s type has no value, i.e., the

expected profit earned by both suppliers is the same as that in the full-information benchmark.

4.2.3 When F ≥ F3

When F ≥ F3, using the definition of F3, it is easy to verify that 0 = Π2L < Π1L and Π2H < Π1H .

In other words, when F ≥ F3, the optimal expected supply chain profit is always higher when

the retailer selects the flexible supplier, i.e., supplier 1. Therefore, for any contract that the

efficient supplier can possibly offer, the flexible supplier can offer a contract that gives the

retailer a higher surplus. We thus say that supplier 1 dominates supplier 2. In addition, part c)

of Lemma 2 implies that Π1H − Π2H ≥ Π1L. Thus, the expected profit available to supplier 1,

as specified in Lemma 3, is higher with the type-H retailer than with the type-L retailer. We

therefore say that the type-H retailer is the “good” type for the dominating supplier 1. Further,

when F ≥ F4, it is easy to verify that Π2L = 0 and Π2H = 0, i.e., the efficient supplier cannot

earn positive profit from either retailer type. Thus, the dominating flexible supplier 1 acts as a

monopolist. We next characterize the incomplete-information equilibrium in Proposition 4.

Proposition 4 a) When F3 ≤ F < F4, the equilibrium with incomplete information is unique

and has the following characteristics. Supplier 1 earns an expected profit of δΠ1L+(1−δ)(Π1H−

Π2H), while supplier 2 earns zero profit. This outcome can be achieved through:

• A two-part tariff buy-back contract in which supplier 1 bids contract-1L with parameters

w1L = ρ(r− c1)+ c1, b1L = ρr, K1L = (1− ρ)Π1L, and ρ = 1− Π2H

Π1H−Π1L
, and contract-1H
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with parameters w1H = c1, b1H = 0, and K1H = Π1h − Π2h, while supplier 2 offers a

dummy contract-2L and contract-2H with parameters w2H = c2, b2H = 0, and K2H = F .

b) When F ≥ F4, supplier 1 acts as a monopolist and earns expected profit equal to δΠ1L+(1−

δ)Π1H , while supplier 2 does not bid any distinctive contract. This outcome can be achieved

through a one-size-fits-all two-part tariff buy-back contract with w = b = r, and K = 0.

When F ≥ F3, the contracts offered by the dominating flexible supplier are coordinating

contracts, i.e., q̂1θ = q̄1θ, and information regarding the retailer’s type has no value.

The results for the case in which F > F4 are identical to those in Babich et al. (2012),

who find that, if the supplier offers optimal contracts in which the buy-back price is arbitrarily

close to the retail price, the retailer (of either type) will order (nearly) the system optimal

quantity. In addition, the information rent paid by the supplier to the retailer will be (almost)

zero, implying that the supplier can extract (almost) all of the optimal supply chain profit. In

our model, when F > F4, the fixed cost is so large that the efficient supplier cannot profitably

serve either retailer type. Thus, the efficient supplier will not offer any contracts and our model

reduces to the Babich et al. (2012) model, in which the flexible supplier serves the retailer. Our

coordinating contract in this case has w = b = r, enabling the supplier to coordinate the supply

chain and extract all of the information rent from the retailer.

Before analyzing the case in which F2 < F < F3, which is significantly more complex, in

Table 2 we summarize the results for the four cases we have analyzed so far.

4.2.4 When F2 < F < F3

When F2 < F < F3, Table 1 indicates that Π2L < Π1L and Π2H < Π1H , which follows from the

definitions of F2 and F3. Therefore, as in the case when F ≥ F3, supplier 1 dominates supplier

2. In addition, part c) of Lemma 2 implies Π1L − Π2L > Π1H − Π2H . Thus, in contrast to

the case when F ≥ F3, the type-L retailer is the “good” type agent for supplier 1. In other

words, the expected profit available to supplier 1 is higher with the type-L retailer than with

the type-H retailer. The fact that the low-volume retailer may be the “good” type stands in

contrast to the existing literature, which takes the reservation profit as fixed and exogenously
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Table 2: Partial summary of equilibrium results under incomplete information

F ≤ F1 F1 < F ≤ F2 F3 ≤ F < F4 F ≥ F4

Dominating Supplier 2 Neither Supplier 1 Supplier 1

Contract 1L w1L = c1 w1L = c1 + ρ(r − c1) w1L = ρ(r − c1) + c1 w1L = r

b1L = 0 b1L = ρr b1L = ρr b1L = r
K1L = 0 K1L = 0 K1L = (1− ρ)Π1L K1L = 0

ρ = Π1L−Π2L
Π1L

ρ = 1− Π2H
Π1H−Π1L

Contract 1H w1H = c1 dummy w1H = c1 w1H = r
b1H = 0 b1H = 0 b1H = r

K1H = 0 K1H = Π1H −Π2H K1H = 0

Contract 2L w2L = c2 + ρ(r − c2) dummy dummy dummy

b2L = ρr
K2L = 0

ρ = Π2L+F−Π1L
Π2L+F

Contract 2H w2H = c2 w2H = c2 w2H = c2 dummy

b2H = 0 b2H = 0 b2H = 0
K2H = Π2H −Π1H + F K2H = Π2H −Π1H + F K2H = F

specified. To understand why this difference arises, let ΠR denote a fixed and exogenously

specified reservation profit. Since the optimal supply chain profit is increasing in the demand

volume, i.e., ΠiH > ΠiL, given a type-i retailer, it is always true that ΠiH − ΠR > ΠiL − ΠR,

i.e., the high-type retailer is always the “good” type when the reservation profit is fixed. In

contrast, when the reservation value is not fixed, but rather is endogenously-determined, either

retailer type can be the “good” type, depending on the value of the fixed cost, F .

The fact that the low-volume retailer may be the “good” type complicates the analysis. In

particular, we cannot identify a set of m1θ(q,D) functions that can achieve the outcome of the

relaxed problem, i.e., Lemma 3 cannot be directly applied. This is because the within-menu

IC constraint for θ = L is often violated, as demonstrated in the online supplement. Thus, to

advance our analysis further, we impose two assumptions. First, we assume that the random

demand DL is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. Because DH is equal in distribution to

βDL, we find that DH is uniformly distributed between 0 and β. Under this assumption, we
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have the following useful expressions, whose derivation can be found in the online supplement:

• q̄1L = r−c1
r

, q̄1H = β(r−c1)
r

, q̄2L = r−c2
r

, q̄2H = β(r−c2)
r

• Π1L = (r−c1)2

2r
, Π1H = β(r−c1)2

2r
, Π2L =

(
(r−c2)2

2r
− F

)+

, Π2H = β(r−c2)2

2r
− F

• F2 =
β(2r−c1−c2)(c1−c2)

2r
.

Second, we focus on two-part tariff buy-back contracts because they are able to achieve the

equilibrium outcomes in the previous cases and because they have been widely used in the

previous literature. Specifically, for the remainder of this section, we assume that contract-iθ

specifies that the wholesale price, wiθ, the buy-back rate, biθ, and the fixed charge, Kiθ.

We now proceed with the analysis. There are three cases to consider:

• α1L = 1 and α1H = 0: Supplier 1 offers contract-1L to attract the low-volume retailer

and exclude the high-volume retailer. Let π1
1 = δ(Π1L−Π2L) denote supplier 1’s expected

profit in this case, which is a function of F because Π2L depends on F . Supplier 2 offers

contract-2H to attract the type-H retailer. However, the markup of contract-2H must

be low enough to ensure that supplier 1 is not interested in changing his contract bundle.

• α1L = 1 and α1H = 1: Supplier 1 offers contract-1L and contract-1H to attract the type-

L and type-H retailer, respectively. Let π2
1 denote supplier 1’s expected profit in this

case, which is a complex function of F . We will derive supplier 1’s optimal two-contract

solution later (see Lemma 4). Supplier 2 offers a zero-markup contract menu designed to

ensure that the retailer orders the chain-optimal quantity.

• α1L = 0 and α1H = 1: Supplier 1 offers contract-1H to attract the high-volume retailer

and exclude the low-volume retailer. The best outcome that supplier 1 can achieve is to

obtain an expected profit of (1− δ) (Π1H − Π2H). However, supplier 1 could alternatively

offer a contract to attract both retailer types with w1 = c1, b1 = 0, and K1 = Π1H −Π2H .

The dominated supplier 2 cannot match this contract. Under this alternative contract,

supplier 1 is able to earn an expected profit of Π1H −Π2H > (1− δ) (Π1H − Π2H). Hence,

setting α1L = 0 and α1H = 1 is not optimal for supplier 1 and we can ignore this possibility.

Thus, we need to compare π1
1 and π2

1 to find the globally optimal solution for supplier 1. Once

supplier 1’s strategy is determined, we can identify the equilibrium strategy of supplier 2.

We next present the formulation for the case with α1L = 1 and α1H = 1. The online

supplement provides the detailed derivations. The best response of the type-L retailer to
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contract-1θ, with parameters w1θ, b1θ, and K1θ, is to order r−w1θ

r−b1θ
units, while the best response

of the type-H retailer to contract-1θ is to order β(r−w1θ)
r−b1θ

units. The expected profit of the type-L

retailer who accepts contract-1L is 1
2
(r−w1L)

2

(r−b1L)
− K1L, while the expected profit of the type-H

retailer who accepts contract-1H is β
2
(r−w1H)2

(r−b1H)
−K1H . When α1L = 1 and α1H = 1, supplier 1

thus faces the following optimization problem:

π2
1 = max

w1θ,b1θ,K1θ

δ

[
(w1L − c1)

(
r − w1L

r − b1L

)
− b1L

2

(
r − w1L

r − b1L

)2

+K1L

]

+(1− δ)

[
β(w1H − c1)

(
r − w1H

r − b1H

)
− βb1H

2

(
r − w1H

r − b1H

)2

+K1H

]
, (7)

subject to the within-menu IC constraints

IC1L :
1

2

(r − w1L)
2

(r − b1L)
−K1L ≥ 1

2

(r − w1H)
2

(r − b1H)
−K1H , (8)

IC1H :
β

2

(r − w1H)
2

(r − b1H)
−K1H ≥ β

2

(r − w1L)
2

(r − b1L)
−K1L, (9)

and the between-menu IR constraints

IR1L :
1

2

(r − w1L)
2

(r − b1L)
−K1L ≥ Π2L, (10)

IR1H :
β

2

(r − w1H)
2

(r − b1H)
−K1H ≥ Π2H . (11)

The dominated supplier 2 offers contracts that maximize the supply chain profit and have zero

markup. This implies that the RHS of supplier 1’s IR constraints are Π2θ for θ ∈ {L,H}.

Finally, to describe the best two-contract solutions, we define the following notation:

g1 =
rδ(β − 1)− c1β(1− δ)

δ(β − 1)− β(1− δ)
and g2 = r −

√
β(r − c2)2 − 2rF

β − 1
. (12)

Lemma 4 When F2 < F < F3, the optimal solution to (7) depends on four different patterns

of system parameters.

1. Suppose that r−c2
c1−c2

≥ (1−δ)β
δ(β−1)

.

1a. If F2 < F < (r−c2)2

2r
, then the optimal contract-1L has parameters w1L = c1, b1L = 0,
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and K1L = Π1L −Π2L. The optimal contract-1H has parameters w1H = c2, b1H = 0,

and K1H = F .

1b. If (r−c2)2

2r
≤ F < F3, then the optimal contract-1L has parameters w1L = c1, b1L = 0,

and K1L = Π1L −Π2L. The optimal contract-1H has parameters w1H = g2, b1H = 0,

and K1H = β(r−g2)2

2r
− Π2H .

2. Suppose that r−c2
c1−c2

< (1−δ)β
δ(β−1)

. Then c1 > g1 > c2. Let F ′
3 = β(r−c2)2−(β−1)(r−g1)2

2r
. When

F = F ′
3, g1 = g2. It holds that

(r−c2)2

2r
< F ′

3 < F3.

2a. If F2 < F < F ′
3, the optimal contract-1L has parameters w1L = c1, b1L = 0, and

K1L = Π1L+
(β−1)(r−g1)2

2r
−Π2H . The optimal contract-1H has parameters w1H = g1,

b1H = 0, and K1H = β(r−g1)2

2r
− Π2H .

2b. If F ′
3 ≤ F < F3, the optimal contract-1L has parameters w1L = c1, b1L = 0, and

K1L = Π1L −Π2L. The optimal contract-1H has parameters w1H = g2, b1H = 0, and

K1H = β(r−g2)2

2r
− Π2H .

If F ′
3 < F2, then case 2b applies whenever r−c2

c1−c2
< (1−δ)β

δ(β−1)
.

We refer to the contract menus described in Lemma 4 as a hybrid combination of contracts.

The contract assigned to the low-volume retailer, which is the “good” type agent of supplier 1,

is always a coordinating contract. However, the contract assigned to the high-volume retailer is

a wholesale price contract with a wholesale price that is lower than supplier 1’s marginal cost.

We are now ready to compare the one-contract and two-contract solutions. After doing so,

we obtain the overall equilibrium solution when F2 < F < F3, as specified below:

Proposition 5 There exists a threshold F ′
2, where F2 < F ′

2 < F3, such that the one-contract

solution, attracting the low-volume retailer and excluding the high-volume retailer, is optimal

for the dominating supplier 1 if and only if F2 < F < F ′
2. For F ′

2 ≤ F < F3, the two contract

solution specified in Lemma 4 is optimal for supplier 1. The equilibrium contract forms for each

case are shown in Table 3.

The detailed expression for F ′
2 is quite complex. Thus, we provide the exact characterization

of F ′
2 in the proof of Proposition 5. Interestingly, the theorem implies that the efficient supplier,

who has a cost disadvantage when his fixed cost is higher than F2, has a chance to win the
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Table 3: Summary of equilibrium results under incomplete information for F2 < F < F3

F2 < F < F ′
2 F ′

2 ≤ F < F3

Contract-1L

w1L = c1 + ρ(r − c1),
b1L = ρr, K1L = 0,

ρ = Π1L−Π2L
Π1L

As specified in Lemma 4

Contract-1H Dummy As specified in Lemma 4

Contract-2L Dummy w2L = c2, b2L = 0,K2L = F

Contract-2H
w2H = c2,
b2H = 0,
K2H = π1

1 − π2
1 + F

w2H = c2, b2H = 0,K2H = F

business of the high-volume retailer by offering a coordinating contract. This occurs when the

efficient supplier’s fixed cost is sufficiently close to F2, i.e., when F2 < F < F ′
2.

We next provide some intuition for these results. To reduce the information rent paid to

the “good” type retailer, the dominating flexible supplier has two options: exclusion, i.e., not

offering a contract to one of the retailer types, and distortion, i.e., not designing the contract

to induce the system optimal order quantity. Here, information rent refers to the additional

profit, beyond her reservation profit (the profit she would earn if she chose the best contract

offered by the other supplier), allocated to the retailer in order to get the retailer to choose the

contract designed for her type rather than the contract designed for the other type.

• When F is only slightly higher than F2, i.e., F2 < F < F ′
2, and thus the flexible supplier’s

dominance of the efficient supplier is weak, the rent paid to the low-volume (“good”)

retailer is too high to justify offering a two-contract bundle. Thus, the flexible supplier

uses the exclusion strategy, i.e., the flexible supplier gives up serving the high-volume

retailer in exchange for an elimination of rent paid to the low-volume retailer.

• When F ′
2 ≤ F < F ′

3, i.e., the flexible supplier’s advantage over the efficient supplier is

more substantial, the flexible supplier can use the distortion strategy to reduce rent paid

to the low-volume retailer. In this case, the flexible supplier is able to serve both retailer

types, but must pay some rent to the low-volume retailer.

• When F ′
3 ≤ F < F3, the flexible supplier can use the distortion strategy to serve both

retailer types and simultaneously eliminate the rent paid to the low-volume retailer be-

cause the large value of F provides the flexible supplier with the ability to extract more

surplus from the retailer.
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F 

High Volume Retailer 

Low Volume Retailer 

F1 F2 

Supplier 2 wins, 

Retailer earns  

1H 

Supplier 1 wins, 

Retailer earns  
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2L 
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Supplier 1 wins, 
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2L 

Full Information Solution 

Asymmetric Information Solution 

Supplier 1 wins, 

Retailer earns 
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F4 

Supplier 1 wins, 

Retailer earns  

2L =  

F3 

Supplier 2 wins, 

Retailer earns  

< 2H 

Supplier 1 wins, 

Retailer earns  

> 2L 

Supplier 1 wins, 

Retailer earns  

2L = 0 

Supplier 1 wins, 

Retailer earns 

2H = 0 

F’3 

Supplier 1 wins, 

Retailer earns 

2L 

Figure 2: Comparison of equilibrium results: asymmetric information vs. full information

5. Managerial Insights and Contributions

This paper contributes to the literature and to managerial practice by studying contracting

under asymmetric information with two heterogeneous competing suppliers. To highlight the

insights provided by this work, it is useful to compare our results to two alternative settings:

(1) two suppliers with perfect information, and (2) one supplier with asymmetric information.

By comparing our results with (1), as shown in Figure 2, we can demonstrate the impact

of information asymmetry on supplier competition. Asymmetric information has no impact

on which supplier serves the low-volume retailer, but can (when F2 < F ≤ F ′
2) change which

supplier serves the high-volume retailer. In this case, the flexible supplier’s dominance over the

efficient supplier is slight and thus the flexible supplier gives up serving the high-volume retailer

in order to avoid paying the information rent that would be required to get the low-volume

retailer to reveal her type. This exclusion strategy results in lower profits for the high-volume

retailer, relative to what she would earn under perfect information, because the efficient supplier
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no longer faces competition from the flexible supplier for the high-volume retailer. In only one

other case (when F ′
2 ≤ F < F ′

3) does the profit earned by the retailer differ from what she would

earn under perfect information. In this case, the low-volume retailer earns a higher profit under

asymmetric information than under perfect information because the flexible supplier serves both

retailer types and pays information rent to the low-volume retailer to prevent the low-volume

retailer from choosing the contract designed for the high-volume retailer.

By comparing our results with (2), we can demonstrate the impact of competition on con-

tracting under information asymmetry. A setting with a single flexible supplier with asymmetric

information regarding the retailer’s volume is considered in Babich et al. (2012). The results

for a setting with a single efficient supplier are similar. In both cases, the single supplier can

design contracts so that the retailer orders the system optimal quantity and the supplier ex-

tracts all of the available profit. In contrast, competition between the suppliers enables the

retailer to extract some of the supply chain profit. As shown in Figure 2, the high-volume (low-

volume) retailer earns positive profit when F < F4 (F < F3). In addition, in some cases (when

F ′
2 ≤ F < F3), the equilibrium contracts under competition will not induce the high-volume

retailer to order the system optimal quantity.

Finally, there are a number of ways to extend this research. One key question is whether

other contract forms can be effective for suppliers under asymmetric information regarding the

retailer’s volume. For example, the suppliers may be able to learn about the retailer’s volume by

observing her order quantity. If so, the suppliers could take advantage of this learning through

proper contract design, e.g., by making the contract terms contingent on the amount ordered.
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A. Proofs of Propositions

Proof of Proposition 1

Part a): We show that q̂i = q̄i by contradiction. Suppose that contract-i is determined by a

markup function mi(q,D) and that, under contract-i, it is optimal for the retailer to order q̂i

units, where q̂i ̸= q̄i. In other words, q̂i maximizes Ti(q) − E[mi(q,D)]. Under this contract,

the supplier earns E[mi(q̂i, D)], while the retailer earns Ti(q̂i)− E[mi(q̂i, D)].

Note that Ti(q̂i) < Ti(q̄i) = Πi. Let δ = Πi − Ti(q̂i) > 0. We now construct an alternative

contract to improve supplier i’s profit without making the retailer worse off. That contract

specifies ma
i (q,D) = E[mi(q̂i, D)]+ δ

2
if q = q̄i and ma

i (q,D) = ∞ if q ̸= q̄i. Under this contract,

the supplier earns δ
2
more than under the original contract. Also, the retailer will order q̄i under

this contract, leading to a total supply chain profit equal to Πi. Thus, the retailer’s expected

profit under this contract is

Πi − E[ma
i (q̄i, D)] = Πi −

(
E[mi(q̂i, D)] +

δ

2

)
= Πi − E[mi(q̂i, D)]− 1

2
(Πi − Ti(q̂i))

=
Πi

2
+

Ti(q̂i)

2
− E[mi(q̂i, D)] > Ti(q̂i)− E[mi(q̂i, D)],

where the last line follows from Πi > Ti(q̂i). Therefore, we have created an alternative contract

that offers more expected profit to both the retailer and the supplier. This contradicts the

optimality of the original contract, mi(q,D).

Part b): We next show that the equilibrium profit earned by supplier i is (Πi − Πj)
+. Be-

cause q̂i = q̄i and Πi = Ti(q̄i), the between-menu IR constraint is: Πi − E[mi(q̄i, D)] ≥ Πj −

E[mj(q̄j, D)]. The best response of supplier imust satisfy E[mi(q̄i, D)] ≤ (Πi − Πj + E[mj(q̄j, D])+.

By symmetry, the best response of supplier j must satisfy E[mj(q̄j, D)] ≤ (Πj − Πi + E[mi(q̄i, D)])+.

These best response functions yield E[mi(q̄i, D)] = (Πi − Πj)
+ and E[mj(q̄j, D)] = (Πj − Πi)

+.

We next show that neither supplier has an incentive to deviate from this solution. Consider

what happens if supplier i sets E[mi(q̄i, D)] = Πi − Πj + ϵ. At this solution the retailer

earns profit Πi − E[mi(q̄i, D)] = Πi − (Πi − Πj + ϵ) = Πj − ϵ if supplier i is chosen and profit

Πj−E[mj(q̄j, D)] = Πj if supplier j is chosen. If ϵ > 0, supplier i will lose by deviating. If ϵ < 0,
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supplier i will earn less profit by deviating. Thus, supplier i will not deviate. Next consider

what happens if supplier j sets E[mj(q̄j, D)] = ϵ. At this solution the retailer earns profit

Πi −E[mi(q̄i, D)] = Πi − (Πi − Πj) = Πj if supplier i is chosen and profit Πj −E[mj(q̄j, D)] =

Πj − ϵ if supplier j is chosen. If ϵ < 0, supplier j will earn negative profit by deviating. If ϵ > 0,

supplier j lose by deviating. Thus, supplier j will not deviate.

Finally, we show that this equilibrium is unique. Assume that another point, E[mi(q̄i, D)] =

Πi − Πj + ϵi and E[mj(q̄j, D)] = ϵj, is also an equilibrium. At this solution the retailer earns

profit Πi − E[mi(q̄i, D)] = Πi − (Πi − Πj + ϵi) = Πj − ϵi if supplier i is chosen and profit

Πj − E[mj(q̄j, D)] = Πj − ϵj if supplier j is chosen. If ϵi < ϵj, supplier i wins and supplier j

can deviate by reducing ϵj to be less than ϵi and win. If ϵi > ϵj supplier j wins and supplier i

can deviate by reducing ϵi to less than ϵj and win. If ϵi = ϵj, either supplier can break the tie

and win by reducing their respective ϵ.

Proof of Proposition 2

Our approach is to solve for the equilibrium by ignoring the within-menu IC constraint (IC)

and then to verify that this solution is feasible given the omitted constraints. Recall that

Π2θ − Π1θ > 0 for θ ∈ {L,H}, when F < F1. From Lemma 3, the equilibrium of the relaxed

problem has the following characteristics: (i) regardless of the retailer’s type and the selected

supplier, the retailer will order the system optimal quantity, q̄iθ; and (ii) supplier 2 earns an

expected profit of δ (Π2L − Π1L) + (1− δ) (Π2H − Π1H), while supplier 1 earns zero profit.

Such an outcome can be achieved if the dominating supplier 2 bids a quantity-inflexible

contract-2θ with parameters (q̄2θ,Π2θ − Π1θ) for θ ∈ {H,L}, while the dominated supplier 1

bids quantity-inflexible contract-1θ with parameters(q̄1θ, 0) for θ ∈ {H,L}. The two-part tariff

buy-back contracts specified in the proposition also induce the retailer to order q̄iθ and ensures

that E[miθ(q̄iθ, Dθ)] = 0 for i = 1 and E[miθ(q̄iθ, Dθ)] = Π2θ − Π1θ for i = 2.

We observe that the expected surplus of type-θ retailer who accepts contract-2L is T2θ(q)−

E[m2L(q,Dθ)] = (1 − ρ)t2θ(q). As such, type-θ retailer would order q̄2θ units regardless of

whether he/she accepts contract-2L. Similarly, we observe that the expected surplus of type-θ
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retailer who accepts contract-2H is T2θ(q) − E[m2L(q,Dθ)] = t2θ(q) − (Π2H − Π1H + F ). The

type-θ retailer would order q̄2θ units regardless whether he/she accepts contract-2H.

Finally, we show that the proposed strategies are feasible for the omitted within-menu IC

constraints for both suppliers. Consider supplier 2’s omitted constraints and assume θ = L.

The left-hand side (LHS) of the within-menu IC constraint (IC) is

sup
q≥0

{T2L(q)− E[m2L(q,DL)]} = sup
q≥0

{(1− ρ)t2L(q)} =
Π1L

t2L(q̄2L)
· t2L(q̄2L) = Π1L.

Similarly, the right hand side (RHS) is

sup
q≥0

{T2L(q)− E[m2H(q,DL)]} = T2L(q̄2L)− (Π2H − Π1H) = Π2L − (Π2H − Π1H) .

The LHS minus RHS of the within-menu IC constraint (IC) is Π1L−Π2L+(Π2h − Π1h). Accord-

ing to part c) of Lemma 2, Π1L −Π2L +Π2H −Π1H > 0. Thus, the within-menu IC constraint

(IC) is satisfied for θ = L. When θ = H, the LHS minus RHS of the within-menu IC constraint

(IC) is Π1H − Π1L

t2L(q̄2L)
t2H(q̄2H) = Π1H − βΠ1L = Π1H − Π1H = 0. Using the same procedure,

we find that with the proposed contracts, the omitted within-menu IC constraints of supplier

1 are satisfied for θ = H and θ = L. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.

Proof of Proposition 3

According to Lemma 3, if the within-menu constraints are relaxed, supplier 1 makes an expected

profit equal to δ (Π1L − Π2L) because Π2L < Π1L and (Π1H − Π2H)
+ = 0 since Π2H ≥ Π1H . On

the other hand, supplier 2 makes an expected profit of (1 − δ) (Π2H − Π1H). This result can

be achieved if i) supplier 1 bids a quantity-inflexible contract-1L with parameters (q̄1L,Π1L −

Π2L) and a dummy contract-1H and ii) supplier 2 bids a dummy contract-2L and a quantity-

inflexible contract-2H with parameters (q̄2H ,Π2H − Π1H). Next, we verify that the omitted

within-menu IC constraints are satisfied. For θ = L, the LHS of the omitted within-menu IC

constraint (IC) is T2L(q̄2L)− (Π2L − Π1L) = Π1L, while the RHS is T2L(q̄2H)− (Π2H − Π1H) <

T2L(q̄2L) − (Π2H − Π1H) = Π2L − (Π2H − Π1H) . According to part c) of Lemma 2, Π1L >

Π2L−(Π2H − Π1H). Hence, the omitted within-menu IC constraint is satisfied for θ = L. Using
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a similar approach, we find that the omitted within-menu IC constraint is satisfied for θ = H.

Similarly, it is easy to show that the two-part tariff buy-back contracts specified in the

proposition induce the retailer to order the system optimal quantities q̄1L and q̄2H , and thus

ensure that E[m1L(q̄1L, DL)] = Π1L − Π2L and E[m2H(q̄2H , DH)] = Π2H − Π1H .

It is important to point out that supplier 1 has no incentive to offer a distinctive contract-

1H. We use contradiction to prove this claim. Assume that contract-1H is a distinctive contract

that induces q̂1Hh = q1H and gives supplier 1 an expected profit ofm1H = E[m1H(q1H , DH)] ≥ 0.

The between-menu IR constraint would require T1H(q1H)−m1H ≥ T2H(q̄2H)− (Π2H − Π1H) =

Π1H . Because Π1H = supq≥0 {T1H(q)} ≥ T1H(q1H) − m1H , supplier 1 must make sure that

q1H = q̄1H and m1H = 0. This contract does not increase supplier 1’s chance of winning the

type-H retailer’s business because supplier 2 can win by slightly reducing the markup such

that the RHS of the between-menu IR constraint is slightly greater than Π1H . However, the

additional contract-1H could cannibalize contract-1L. The within-menu IC constraint requires

T1L(q̄1L)− (Π1L − Π2L) = Π2L ≥ supq≥0 {T1L(q)− E[m1H(q,DL)]} .

Let type-L retailer’s best response to contract-1H be q(1H)L. The sign of Π2L−T1L(q(1H)L)+

E[m1H(q(1H)L, DL)] is indefinite. When it is positive, the addition of contract-1H on supplier

1’s menu does not improve supplier 1’s profit because the type-L retailer still prefers contract-

1L. When it is negative, the type-L retailer would switch to contract-1H. By re-arranging the

terms, we find that supplier 1’s profit is E[m1H(q(1H)L, DL)] ≤ T1L(q(1H)L)−Π2L ≤ Π1L −Π2L.

Recall that the initial contract-1L gives supplier 1 an expected profit of Π1L − Π2L. We can

conclude that supplier 1 should not offer a distinctive contract-1H. Using the same procedure,

one can verify that supplier 2 has no incentive to offer a distinctive contract-2L.

Proof of Proposition 4

According to Lemma 3, if the within-menu IC constraints are relaxed, when F3 ≤ F < F4, the

dominating supplier 1 would earn an expected profit equal to δΠ1L + (1− δ)(Π1H − Π2H). To

achieve this outcome, supplier 1 can bid the two-part tariff buy-back contracts 1L and 1H as

specified in the proposition. It can be verified that both contracts induce the retailer to order
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the chain-optimal quantity. If the type-L retailer takes contract-1L, she earns an expected profit

equal to (1−ρ)t1L(q̄1L)−(1−ρ)Π1L = 0. If the type-L retailer switches to contract-1H, she earns

an expected profit equal to t1L(q̄1L) − (Π1H − Π2H) = Π1L − (Π1H − Π2H). Part c) of Lemma

2 indicates that Π2L = 0 and Π1L + Π2H − Π1H ≤ 0 when F ≥ F3. The omitted within-menu

IC constraints of supplier 1 are thus satisfied for θ = L. Next, consider θ = H. If the type-H

retailer accepts contract-1H, she obtains a surplus of t1H(q̄1H) − (Π1H − Π2H) = Π2H . If the

type-H retailer switches to contract-1L, she obtains a surplus of (1−ρ)t1H(q̄1H)− (1−ρ)Π1L =(
1− 1 + Π2H

Π1H−Π1L

)
(Π1H − Π1L) = Π2H . Hence, the omitted within-menu IC constraints of

supplier 1 is satisfied for θ = H. On the other hand, supplier 2 offers a dummy contract-2L and

a distinctive contract-2H with parameters m2h(q,D) = 0. It is easy to verify that the omitted

within-menu constraints of supplier 2 are also satisfied. This proves part a) of the Proposition.

When F ≥ F4, Π2H = 0. It can be verified that by offering a one-size-fits-all two-part tariff

buy-back contract with parameters w = b = r, and K = 0, the dominating supplier 1 earns an

expected profit equal to δΠ1L + (1− δ)Π1H . This proves part b) of the proposition.

Proof of Proposition 5

We need to compare supplier 1’s single-contract solution (α1L = 1 and α1H = 0), with supplier

1’s two-contract solution (α1L = 1 and α1H = 1), i.e., we need to to compare π1
1(F ) = δ(Π1L −

Π2L) with π2
1(F ), where π2

1(F ) denotes the flexible supplier’s profit given that the solution

specified in Lemma 4 is implemented when the efficient supplier’s fixed cost is F , where F2 ≤

F ≤ F3. It can be verified that π2
1(F2) < π1

1(F2), which implies that when F = F2, offering two

contracts is less profitable than offering one contract to attract the low-volume retailer.

The first derivatives of π1
1(F ), and π2

1(F ) with respect to F depend on whether F2 >
(r−c2)2

2r
.

While we do not show the details here, it can be shown that
∂π2

1(F )

∂F
is no less than

∂π1
1(F )

∂F
. In

summary, we know that π2
1(F2) ≤ π1

1(F2). In addition, we know that when F = F3, offering

two coordinating contracts is optimal, i.e., π2
1(F3) ≥ π1

1(F3). Therefore, there exists a unique

intercept, denoted by F ′
2, where F2 ≤ F ′

2 ≤ F3, such that π2
1(F

′
2) = π1

1(F
′
2). To characterize

F ′
2 we compare π1

1 = δ(Π1L − Π2L) with π2
1 for each of the four cases in Lemma 4, where
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π2
1 is computed by plugging the optimal contract parameters into the flexible supplier’s profit

function. Also, π1
1 has two cases, π1

1 = δ(Π1L − Π2L) if F < (r−c2)2

2r
and π1

1 = δΠ1L otherwise.

Case 1a: This case requires r−c2
c1−c2

≥ (1−δ)β
δ(β−1)

and F2 ≤ F ≤ (r−c2)2

2r
. So we know that π1

1 =

δ(Π1L − Π2L). Using part 1a of Lemma 4, we can write π2
1 = δ(Π1L − Π2L) + (1 − δ)β(c2 −

c1)
r−c2
r

+ (1− δ)F . Thus, π2
1 > π1

1 when (1− δ)β(c2 − c1)
r−c2
r

+ (1− δ)F > 0. Solving for F we

find that π2
1 > π1

1 when F > β(c1−c2)(r−c2)
r

. Thus, the relevant threshold is F ′
2(1a) =

β(c1−c2)(r−c2)
r

.

We can then verify that F ′
2(1a) ≥ F2. We also need to check whether F ′

2(1a) ≤ (r−c2)2

2r
. This

may or may not hold. Therefore, if F ′
2(1a) ≤

(r−c2)2

2r
, F ′

2 = F ′
2(1a) and F2 ≤ F ′

2 ≤ (r−c2)2

2r
≤ F3.

Thus, we conclude that for F2 ≤ F < F ′
2 a single contract attracting the low-volume retailer is

optimal; if F ′
2 ≤ F < (r−c2)2

2r
the two contract solution in part 1a of Lemma 4 is optimal; and if

(r−c2)2

2r
≤ F ≤ F3 the two contract solution in part 1b of Lemma 4 is optimal.

Case 1b: If r−c2
c1−c2

≥ (1−δ)β
δ(β−1)

and F ′
2(1a) >

(r−c2)2

2r
, the point at which π1

1 and π2
1 intersect must

belong to case 1b of Lemma 4. In this case, π1
1 = δΠ1L. In addition π2

1 can be computed

using part 1b of Lemma 4. The threshold where these curves intersect is computed by solving

π1
1 = π2

1. This threshold exists and is unique since there is a unique crossing point between π1
1

and π2
1 for F2 ≤ F ≤ F3. The threshold is F ′

2(1b) =
β[(2β−1)2(2r−c1−c2)(c1−c2)+(r−c1)2]

2r(2β−1)2
. We conclude

that the cut-off point is F ′
2 = F ′

2(1b), which satisfies F2 ≤ (r−c2)2

2r
≤ F ′

2 ≤ F3. Thus, we have

that for F2 ≤ F < F ′
2, a single contract attracting the low-volume retailer is optimal; and if

F ′
2 ≤ F ≤ F3 the two contract solution provided in part 1b of Lemma 4 is optimal.

Case 2a: This case requires r−c2
c1−c2

< (1−δ)β
δ(β−1)

and F2 ≤ F ≤ F ′
3, where F ′

3 > (r−c2)2

2r
. There

are two subcases: (i) If F ≤ (r−c2)2

2r
, we have π1

1 = δ(Π1L − Π2L) and (ii) If F > (r−c2)2

2r
, we

have π1
1 = δΠ1L. In either case, π2

1 is computed using part 2a of Lemma 4. For each case,

the associated threshold can then be computed by solving π1
1 = π2

1. For case (i) we obtain the

following threshold:

F ′
2(i) =

[r2(β − 1)2δ2(δ + β(3− 4δ)) + β2(1− δ)2(3δ + β(1− 4δ))(2r − c1)c1 − c2(2r − c2)(β + δ − 2βδ)3]

2r(1− δ)(β + δ − 2βδ)2
,

while for case (ii) we obtain F ′
2(ii) =

β[(2r−c1−c2)(c1−c2)(β+δ−2βδ)+δ(1−βδ)(r−c1)2]
2r(β+δ−2βδ)

. If F ′
2(i) ≤

(r−c2)2

2r
,

then F ′
2 = F ′

2(i). If F ′
2(i) >

(r−c2)2

2r
, then we consider case (ii). If F ′

2(ii) < F ′
3 then F ′

2 = F ′
2(ii). If
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F ′
2(ii) > F ′

3, then the threshold F ′
2 must be found by considering case 2b.

Case 2b: This case requires r−c2
c1−c2

< (1−δ)β
δ(β−1)

and F ′
3 ≤ F ≤ F3, where F ′

3 > (r−c2)2

2r
. We have

π1
1 = δΠ1L, while π2

1 can be computed using part 2b of Lemma 4. The threshold is computed

by solving π1
1 = π2

1. We obtain the threshold F ′
2(2b) = β((2β−1)2(2r−c1−c2)(c1−c2)+(r−c1)2)

2r(2β−1)2
. If the

threshold does not belong to case 2a, i.e., if F ′
2(i) >

(r−c2)2

2r
and F ′

2(ii) > F ′
3, then F ′

2 = F ′
2(2b). We

conclude that for case 2 there are two possibilities. If case 2a contains the threshold, then for

F2 ≤ F < F ′
2, a single contract attracting the low-volume retailer is optimal; if F ′

2 ≤ F ≤ F ′
3 the

two contract solution provided in part 2a of Lemma 4 is optimal; and if F ′
3 ≤ F ≤ F3 the two

contract solution provided in part 2b of Lemma 4 is optimal. If case 2b contains the threshold,

then for F2 ≤ F < F ′
2, a single contract attracting the low-volume retailer is optimal; and if

F ′
2 ≤ F ≤ F3 the two contract solution provided in part 2b of Lemma 4 is optimal.

Finally, we identify the best response of the dominated supplier 2. If supplier 1 offers two

contracts, supplier 2 cannot match them. If supplier 2 does not bid, supplier 1 can increase the

markup of each contract. This could give the opportunity to supplier 2 to win the business.

A stable equilibrium is then supplier 1 does not increase the markup (bidding the contracts in

Lemma 4) and supplier 2 bids a zero markup contract (w2 = c2, b2 = 0, and K2 = F ).

When F2 < F < F ′
2, the dominating supplier 1 opts to exclude the high-volume retailer.

Supplier 2 can now increase the markup of its contract. Initially, supplier 2 offers a universal

(to both retailer types) contract with w2 = c2 and K2 = F . Supplier 2 can increase K2 to

K2 + ∆m, where ∆m is non-negative. This will affect the between-menu IR constraints of

supplier 1. Note that both retailer types can switch to this new universal contract. To counter

this new contract, supplier 1 (if it offers two contracts) can just increase the fixed charge to

K1 +∆m. The within-menu and between-menu constraints will be satisfied. Supplier 1’s profit

by offering two contracts increases from π2
1(F ) to π2

1(F ) + ∆m. Supplier 1 needs to compare

this option with the one-contract solution. By offering contract-1L only, the supplier 1’s profit

is π1
1(F ). If π2

1(F ) + ∆m > π1
1(F ), i.e., if ∆m > π1

1(F ) − π2
1(F ), then supplier 1 will offer two

contracts. Therefore, to ensure that the flexible supplier only offers contract-1L, the dominated

efficient supplier cannot increase the fixed charge K2 by more than π1
1(F )− π1

1(F ).
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